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ABSTRACT

We present an interaction technique combining tactile actions
and Midair pointing to access out-of-reach content on large
displays without the need to walk across the display. Users
can start through a Touch gesture on the display surface and
finish Midair by pointing to push content away or inversely
to retrieve a content. The technique takes advantage of wellknown semantics of pointing in human-to-human interaction.
These, coupled with the semantics of proximal relations and
deictic proxemics make the proposed technique very powerful as it leverages on well-understood human-human interaction modalities. Experimental results show this technique to
outperform direct tactile interaction on dragging tasks. From
our experience we derive four guidelines for interaction with
large-scale displays.
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INTRODUCTION

Large tactile displays are becoming ever more functional and
affordable. This makes them increasingly adopted for public
installations [18,21], as well as in small and medium-scale
collaborative settings for a variety of tasks [20]. This is because the large display surface makes large quantities of information readily and visually accessible and easy to manipulate in natural ways by small groups.
However, the basic interactions currently afforded by large
tactile displays are mostly limited to direct interaction [9].
This leads to major issues when manipulating information on
such surfaces, that have been well revealed in research literature: (1) reaching content beyond arms’ length is not easy.
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Accessing corners requires people either to squat/lean forward or to stand on tiptoe. And moving beyond arms reach
requires users to walk along the display; (2) Interacting with
other users on the same display. Indeed, when interacting
with content on the display, people nearby can get on the way.
To alleviate these issues, Forlines et al [9] proposed a direct
interaction technique allowing users to switch between absolute and relative actions. However, relative mapping poses
other problems such as clutching that might prove cumbersome on very large displays, including movement discontinuities when switching modes, or adding external devices such
as a tablet [16] to control indirect activation.
We propose to keep continuous interaction active throughout
an operation without requiring users to move when their physical limits are reached, in order to preserve the naturalness of
direct interaction on large displays. This is because in humanto-human interaction, gestural pointing arises naturally as it is
one of the first gestures learned in life to point at objects out
of reach [11]. We introduce TALARIA to leverage on natural
deictic human ability and the directness of tactile interaction.
TALARIA is an interaction technique combining Touch actions and Midair pointing that enables accessing unreachable
content on a large touch display without resorting to walk
alongside its surface. The core idea is to start a Touch gesture on the display surface and to finish it by Midair pointing to push content away or inversely to retrieve out-of-reach
content. This has two key advantages. First the transition
between Touch and Midair is continuous. Therefore, users
do not have to explicitly switch between the two modalities. Second, the semantics of pointing are well understood
in human-to-human interaction [8]. These, coupled with the
semantics of proximal relations and deixis make the proposed
technique very powerful as it leverages on well-understood
human-human interaction modalities [11]. Indeed, our technique leverages on contextual information given by proximity
relations to the display as well as explicit spatial relations afforded by deixis to provide implicit arguments to most commands [1].
The contributions of this work are thus: (1) we propose TA LARIA , a novel technique for direct interaction on large displays, (2) our experiment compares the performance of TA LARIA with direct Touch interaction through a dragging task,
(3) we report novel findings about direct interaction on large
displays, and finally, (4) we derive four guidelines for design-

ing interaction techniques on large displays. We hope that
TALARIA and our results will prove useful to designers and
practitioners interested in large display designs.
RELATED WORK

In this section, we review previous work on Touch interaction on large displays. We also present hybrid interaction
techniques where Touch and Midair interaction appear intermixed.
Touch Interaction on Large Displays

Touch interaction on large displays suffers from the size factor. Reaching a target on a large surface can be easy if the
area is in the user’s physical reach. However, acquiring it can
be tiring if the target position is distant from one’s current
position. In this case, users have to walk/jump/bend down,
and in some cases it can be impossible for them to reach the
target if someone or something obstructs the movement (e.g.,
other users) or the target is simply out of reach (e.g., too high).
This has led to orthogonal techniques being developed. For
example, some have proposed to switch between absolute and
relative interaction by counting the number of fingers in contact with a surface [16] or by using a paper sheet [22] or by
directly emulating a pad when needed through a multi-touch
gesture [10] or by clicking on a widget with a pen [9]. However, those techniques require explicit switching between distinct interaction modes which can be quite frustrating. Others
advocated for providing users with a miniature desktop to directly bring distant objects within reach or dragging closed
objects to distant targets [6,12] or temporarily bring distant
targets within arms reach to interact with them [3]. However,
those techniques did not allow users to explore and navigate
the whole display and require knowledge about the objects of
interest. In parallel, others have proposed to use direct pen
gesture to throw objects on a distant target [19] or by using foot gestures to bring distant bottom objects instead of
bending down to reach them with ones’ hands [13]. However, those techniques only allowed users to coarsely push
away objects or bring bottom objects within reach.
Hybrid interaction: touch and mid-air interaction

Several works proposed to mix Midair with Touch actions to
enrich interaction. Specific approaches adopt Midair interaction for users situated far away from the display and Touch interaction for those close to the display [2,14,23]. Other methods adopt a vocabulary mixing Midair gestures and Touch
input devices [5]. However, those techniques, do not support continuity in gestures when switching from one mode
to another. To deal with this limitation, in TractorBeam [17],
pen-based interaction is the same whether operating on screen
or above the tabletop. The cursor is determined by a raycast
of the pen on the tabletop for Touch and Midair interaction.
In [7,15] authors have proposed to continue the interaction
when switching from surface to Midair manipulations. The
surface of a tabletop and the space above it are thus considered as a continuum. In this configuration, several gestures
are proposed. In particular, extended continuous gestures.
The gesture begins in a certain space and continues or finishes
in another. The transition between Touch and Midair does not
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Figure 1: Push away ((a) one-handed and (b) two-handed)
and retrieving ((c) one-handed and (d) two-handed) actions.
alter the current action avoiding discontinuities while affording a more fluid operation. TALARIA builds upon this previous work to insure continuous control of the cursor.
TALARIA DESIGN

TALARIA is designed to overcome the limitations of direct
Touch interaction with large display surfaces. We were inspired by “Talaria”, the winged sandals of Hermes that allowed to god to fly as a bird in Greek mythology. TALARIA
allows one to reach past the boundaries of physical space and
body abilities to enable two main actions: (1) pushing away
an object and (2) retrieving a (possibly distant) object. In
each interaction, we define two modalities: one-handed and
two-handed.
In order to P USH -AWAY an object when using the one-handed
modality, users may start dragging the object by directly
touching it and then continuously dragging the object when
switching to Midair interaction (see Figure 1.a). We name the
transition from Touch to Midair TAKE - OFF. To discriminate
between TAKE - OFF and a finger release, we defined a velocity threshold. The velocity threshold was determined from
preliminary tests conducted with three people. The threshold
allows an effective discrimination between intended release
and TAKE - OFF. When the finger is lifted off the display, if its
velocity is above the threshold, then TAKE - OFF is activated
and the object is then controlled in Midair. By doing so, TA LARIA does not affect the standard Touch interaction. In both
Touch and Midair modes, the mapping between the user’s
hand and the controlled object is absolute as we wanted to
keep the directness of Touch interaction on large displays. In
the two-handed modality, when users touch directly an object
with their non-dominant hand (NDH) and then TAKE - OFF of
the object while pointing at a display position with their dominant hand (DH) in Midair, the selected object is immediately
dragged to the pointed-at position (see Figure 1.b).
As for retrieving objects, in the one-handed modality, the user
has to select in Midair the object of interest, drag it in front
of him/her and then touch it directly when the object is close
to her/him (see Figure 1.c). Once in Touch interaction, the
user can perform any standard Touch manipulation on the object. In the two-handed modality, when retrieving an object,
users may select an object by pointing at it using their DH
for example and then make a flick gesture with the DH while
touching the display with their NDH, the selected object is
immediately dragged to the touched position (see Figure 1.d).
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Figure 2: Two-Hand Push Away interaction example in
use: (a) Touch the window with NDH while pointing at the
screen, (b) Take-off happens; then the window moves to the
pointed-at position, (c) Positioning the window and touching
the screen to drop it.
Proof of concept. In order to test TALARIA in a real scenario, we simulate mouse input to integrate TALARIA in
MS/Windows. We then added the two actions. As in Midair
interaction, if we do not detect a click event then we generate a click event when pointing with one hand while the other
hand is touching the display. By doing so, at the end of a
P USH -AWAY action, users have to click on the screen to drop
the object being dragged (see Figure 2). Conversely, at the
beginning of the R ETRIEVING action, after pointing at an object, users should have to touch the screen to start dragging.
Due to technical problems, we did not use the touch on the
screen for the R ETRIEVING but simply used the button of a
mouse placed in the palm’s hand. This way, users had a mean
to click in Midair for the proof of concept. In the future, tapping the screen for selection should be done.

(b)

Figure 3: Target acquisition task in (a) the L EFT- TO R IGHT direction with the S HORTEST A MPLITUDE and (b)
the R IGHT- TO -L EFT direction with the L ARGEST A MPLI TUDE with the different target positions.
Method

The experiment was conducted on a 4 m × 2 m multi-touch
display starting from the ground. An infrared based touch
frame sent touches to the operating system using TUIO protocol. In order to track the participant hand and forearm for
TALARIA, we used an infrared motion capture system. We
setup six cameras above and around the display allowing us
to track the participants interacting on and far from the display (up to 1.5 m). One constellation of markers was strapped
to the forearm and another one to a glove participants had to
wear for TALARIA.
For TALARIA, detecting a TAKE - OFF was made when a touch
release occurred. If at the release, the touch velocity was
higher than a defined threshold, a raycast (forearm-hand)
against the display yielded the cursor position and the touch
release did not generate an event to the operating system.
From that moment on, participants interacted with the control area in mid-air. There was no multi-touch support during
the experiment. If multiple touches were detected, an error
was triggered.

EXPERIMENT: DRAGGING AN OBJECT

Task, Procedure & Design

We conducted an experiment to compare performance of
T OUCH and TALARIA techniques. We hypothesize:

Participants were instructed to perform a sequence of object
dragging as quickly and accurately as possible. In the TA LARIA technique, participant was only informed of the onehanded modality and the click action is activated after 0.2s of
holding on the object. This way, we avoid false/lucky clicks
to free the control area and the trial validation. Participant
was then given the exact procedure to follow for each trial:

H1. The selection time will be lower for TALARIA than for
TOUCH . Since, users can interact from the same place over
all the task when using TALARIA.
H2. TALARIA will reduce dragging time compared to
TOUCH . Since, contrary to TOUCH , users not have to move
a lot when using TALARIA.
H3. TOUCH will be more accurate than TALARIA. The direct Touch interaction maximizes the opportunity to be the
more accurate as Touch interaction is more familiar.
H4. TALARIA will reduce physical effort and increase the enjoyment compared to TOUCH. Since the body movement
can be optimized when using TALARIA.
Participants

10 participants (4 females) volunteered to take part in our experiment. Participants’ ages varied between 24 and 32 years
(mean age 26.7, SD=2.71 years). All participants were righthanded. All participants were regular users of smart phones
and tablet devices with multi-touch displays, and 3 participants were regular users of kinect games.

S TATE 1. A blue circular control area with a diameter of 5
cm and a red circular target area appear on the display.
S TATE 2. Touch the control area and hold it for 0.2 s to free
it. Then after, the control area is free to move.
S TATE 3. Drag control area over target area (see Figure 3).
After holding for 0.2s, and if the center of mass of the control area was inside the target area, the target turns green
to confirm the successful trial and the next trial started. If
finger is raised off the control area or hand is pointing outside the display, during the dragging task, then an error was
counted, the target flashes orange and the trial is repeated.
Dependent measures are analyzed using a 2×2×3×2×3 repeated measures within-subjects analysis of variance for the
factors: T ECHNIQUE ( TOUCH, and TALARIA), A MPLITUDE
(S HORTEST :1.5m, and L ONGEST: 3m, where A MPLITUDE

corresponds to the distance between the center of the control
area to the center of the target area), T OLERANCE (S:10 cm,
M: 20 cm and L: 30 cm where T OLERANCE corresponds to
target diameter), D IRECTION (L EFT- TO -R IGHT and R IGHTTO -L EFT ) and P OSITION ( T OP, M IDDLE , and B OTTOM ,
where P OSITION corresponds to target position).
In the experiment phase, the order of T ECHNIQUE, A MPLI TUDE , T OLERANCES and D IRECTION was counterbalanced
across participants. The experimental trials were then administered as 24 blocks of 15 trials, each block sharing a technique, an amplitude, a tolerance and a direction. Inside each
block, 15 trials (3 P OSITION × 5 repetitions) were randomly
presented to each participant – a total of 360 trials per subject.
After each technique, participants responded to 5-point
Likert-scale questions (strongly disagree to strongly agree):
i) I performed well, ii) I accomplished the task rapidly,
iii) I needed a lot effort to finish the task, iv) I needed
to concentrate to accomplish the task; v) I felt frustrated/stressed/irritated/annoyed, vi) I felt confident in my
ability to hit the target, vii) I enjoyed interacting with the device(s). At the end of the experiment, participants were asked
to rank each technique according to their preferences. Experiments took on average 45 minutes.
RESULTS

The dependent measures are SELECTION T IME, DRAG GING TIME , E RROR RATE, and N UMBER OF FAILED ATTEMPTS . We also analyzed subjective responses using multiway ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey tests for significant effects.
Due to a technical issue, the data of two participants were not
completely logged. Below, we report results for each of the
dependent variables for eight participants.
Selection Time
SELECTION T IME is the total time taken by users to control
selection, from the start of the trial, until the control area is
successfully freed. T ECHNIQUE (F1,7 = 114.4, p < .0001)
affected selection time: TALARIA was significantly faster
(mean 1258 ms, s.d. 65) than TOUCH (mean 2133, s.d. 102)
by 40%.

As anticipated, there were significant main effects of A MPLI TUDE (F1,7 = 88.3, p<.0001), T OLERANCE (F2,14 = 8.50,
p < .0001), D IRECTION (F1,7 = 9.58, p = .017), and P O SITION (F2,14 = 6.16, p = .001) on SELECTION T IME ,
but there was also a significant T ECHNIQUE × A MPLITUDE
(F1,7 = 20.48, p < .01), T ECHNIQUE × D IRECTION (F1,7
= 6.82, p = .034), and D IRECTION × P OSITION (F2,14 =
4.27, p = .035) interaction. Post-hoc tests revealed that selection time was significantly lower for TALARIA than for
TOUCH (p < .05) with the L ONGEST A MPLITUDE with
no significant difference for the S HORTEST amplitude. We
also found that selection time was significantly lower for the
shortest A MPLITUDE than for the longest one when using
TOUCH (p < .05). We correlate these findings with participants behavior: all our participants stayed between the control area and the target area when using TOUCH technique
for the shortest A MPLITUDE to minimize their body movement and consequently reducing the selection time. Selection

time was also found significantly lower with TALARIA than
with TOUCH for both D IRECTION (p< .05). However, while
there was no significant difference between the D IRECTION
for TOUCH, we found that selection time was significantly
lower when moving from L EFT- TO -R IGHT than the inverse
direction when using TALARIA. We correlate this finding
with technical issues: regardless of the movement direction,
our participants must always use their dominant hand (right)
to drag the control area which promotes movements from left
to right. Interestingly, we found that there was no significant T ECHNIQUE × T OLERANCE (p=.07) nor T ECHNIQUE
× P OSITION (p=.07) interaction, suggesting that the benefits
of TALARIA are consistent across the different T OLERANCES
and P OSITIONS. These results partially support H1.
Dragging Time
DRAGGING T IME is measured from the first control area
movement, to target successfully selected. T ECHNIQUE
(F1,7 = 5.87, p = .045) significantly affected dragging time:
TALARIA was significantly faster (mean 3256 ms, s.d. 128)
than TOUCH (mean 4193, s.d. 322) by 22%.

We also found main effects of A MPLITUDE (F1,7 = 42.37,
p<.0001), and T OLERANCE (F2,14 = 7.44, p < .01) on
DRAGGING TIME and a significant T ECHNIQUE × A MPLI TUDE (F1,7 = 6.57, p = .037) and T OLERANCE × D I RECTION × P OSITION (F4,28 = 2.72, p = .045) interaction. Post-hoc tests revealed that dragging time was significantly lower for TALARIA (mean 3725 ms , s.d. 185) than
for TOUCH (mean 5665 ms , s.d. 530) (p < .05) with the
longest A MPLITUDE. Without surprise, we found that participants were significantly faster when using shorter A MPLI TUDE than with the longer one when using TOUCH technique.
Again we correlate this finding with participants positions.
Interestingly, we found that there was no significant T ECH NIQUE × T OLERANCE (p = .79) nor T ECHNIQUE × D I RECTION (p = .56) or T ECHNIQUE × P OSITION (p = .84),
suggesting that the benefits of TALARIA are consistent across
the different T OLERANCES, D IRECTIONS and P OSITIONS.
These results partially support H2.
Error rate and number of failed attempts

Targets that were not selected on first attempt were marked
as errors. Surprisingly, T ECHNIQUE had no significant effect
(F2,14 = 3.83, p = .09) on E RROR R ATE (TALARIA : mean
12%, s.d 1, TOUCH : mean 16%, s.d 2). There were significant A MPLITUDE × P OSITION (F2,14 = 4.18, p = .03) and
D IRECTION × P OSITION (F2,14 = 6.64, p < .01) interactions.
Similarly to E RROR R ATE, while we found that TALARIA
(mean 15%, s.d 2) reduced the N UMBER OF FAILED ATTEMPTS as compared to TOUCH (mean 22%, s.d 3) by
31%, there was not a significant main effect of T ECHNIQUE
(F2,14 = 26.8, p = .09) on failed attempts. However, A M PLITUDE had a clear effect (F1,7 = 6.75, p = .03) on the
number of failed attempts with significant D IRECTION × P O SITION (F2,14 = 4.50, and T OLERANCE × D IRECTION ×
P OSITION (F4,28 = 2.77, p = .04) p = .03) interaction.
These results lead us to reject H3.

Subjective results and Observations

We recall that participants were asked to rank the two techniques after completing the experiment. Overall, the TA LARIA technique was ranked 88% first and 12% second.
Participants were also asked to rate each technique condition.
Overall, they found that TALARIA was faster, demanded less
physical effort, implied less concentration and less frustration, while being more confident and more enjoyable than
TOUCH technique. However, Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank tests
showed that there were significant differences between the
two T ECHNIQUE conditions only for time, physical effort,
frustration and enjoyment (see Table 1), supporting H4.
We correlate these findings with comments from participants
that felt that the TOUCH technique was cumbersome and required more effort and time. Some quotes are: “It is really tiring to move across the display”, “They should put those kind
of big displays in gyms!”. Additionally, in order to reduce effort, some participants were observed changing their hand as
well as their fingers. Three participants were observed using
their right hand when the D IRECTION was R IGHT- TO -L EFT
and inversely using their left hand when the D IRECTION was
L EFT- TO -R IGHT to reduce arm movement. Interestingly, all
our participants tried to reduce their body movement (e.g.,
walking). For instance, all participants stayed in the middle
between the control area and the target area when the A M PLITUDE was 1.5 m and moved only their arm to accomplish
the task. However, for the 3 m condition, all participants tried
to minimize their walk by stretching their arms to select the
control area or the target. One participant moved very slowly
to avoid losing the control area and said “this technique is
the most frustrating, so I prefer to move slowly and be accurate to not repeat the trial!”. Surprisingly, two participants
decided to run alongside the display, to achieve faster execution. However, after a couple of tries they stopped running as
they found that the task became too tiring. Another participant stepped back after selecting the target to save time.
In contrast, participants found TALARIA both easier and
faster than direct interaction. All participants were enthusiastic to touch the surface and continue interacting when they
switched to Midair interaction, and reported they felt “freer”,
“having super powers”, “like super heroes”, while one participant said : “when I take off, continuing to operate the control area feels like a dream”. Surprisingly, while no time or
distance constraints were given for Touch and Midair interacTOUCH

Mean

SD

TALARIA
Mean

SD

W ILCOXON
Z

3.37
.82
3.25
.61
Performance
.21
2.5
.74
3.75
.88
Time
-1.49
2.63
.90
1.63
.73
Physical
-1.34
.97
2.13
.57
Concentration 2.38
.35
2.25
1.03 1.25
.80
Frustration
-2.37
3.5
1.28 3.75
1.03 -.15
Confidence
2.37
.90
4
.74
Enjoyment
-1.9
N OTE: Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank tests are reported at p=.05 (? ) significance
levels. The significant tests are highlighted .

Table 1: Mean and SD questionnaire responses, with
1=strongly disagree, and 5 = strongly agree.

tion (the only condition was to stay within 1.5m of the display
when switching to Midair), all participants freed the control
area and after a few seconds switched to Midair mode, which
limited their touch distance. For instance, we found that the
distance covered by Touch was on average 18.53 cm (s.d .76
cm) for the shortest A MPLITUDE and 36.07 cm (s.d 4.22 cm)
for the longest A MPLITUDE. Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank tests
showed the difference in A MPLITUDE (Z=−16.52, p<.0001)
to be significant. Additionally, all participants limited their
body movements to stay close to the start position of the
control area (i.e, the viewing distance is similar to A MPLI TUDE value and the viewing angle quite sharp) affecting the
visual appearance of both control and target shapes. Consequently, participants felt that Midair required more concentration. Some quotes: “it is simple to select the control area, but
the dragging task was difficult in some cases as I didn’t see
clearly the other end of the display”, “as I am on the opposite
edge of the display, I need to concentrate to correctly select
the target, but this technique is funnier and easier.” They
adopted two main strategies to achieve a better view. Four
participants took a step backward or leaned back while the
rest kept the screen at arm’s length throughout the session.
DISCUSSION AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

Our key finding is that the TALARIA technique improved both
the selection and dragging times, increases the enjoyment and
decreases the physical effort over conventional TOUCH techniques, without compromising accuracy. The performance
benefits were consistent across different T OLERANCES and
target P OSITIONS. Our analysis suggest also that TALARIA
is best combined with longer A MPLITUDE and L EFT- TO R IGHT movement direction without decreasing performance
on shorterA MPLITUDE and R IGHT- TO -L EFT movement direction. It is important to note that all participants were righthanded and that these results might differ with left-handed
participants. Additionally, our findings indicate that Touch
interaction on large displays is more appropriate when it occurs in front of the user. However, from the moment users
must move along the display to complete tasks, Touch interactions became unsuitable and even boring in some cases.
Informed by our experimental findings and discussion, we
outline relevant guidelines for designing interaction techniques on large displays:
• Touch interaction on large displays works best in a restricted space: in front of the user and targets must lie
within users arms’ reach. Indeed our participants often expressed dissatisfaction when making distant target selections requiring longer selection times and featuring lower
accuracy on selection tasks.
• Midair interaction should be preferred for distant interactions (i.e., beyond arms’ length). Our findings indicate
that beyond arms’ length target selection, TALARIA outperforms Touch interaction.
• Design for flexible input by allowing users to combine
Touch and Midair interaction. Our participants prefer TA LARIA as it supports both modalities synergistically.

• Provide continuous transition between Touch and Midair
interaction as our participants insisted on the fun brought
about by this transition while reducing frustration.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented TALARIA, a novel interaction technique on
large displays that combines Touch interaction with Midair
pointing to access out-of-reach content. We conducted an
experiment to evaluate and compare TALARIA with TOUCH
interaction. Our findings show that TALARIA improved both
the selection time and the enjoyment over TOUCH, without
compromising accuracy. Finally, we hope that this work will
advance our knowledge for direct dragging on large displays
and that the TALARIA technique will prove useful by adding
to the growing toolkit of large display interaction techniques
as it is seemingly well-suited to perform casual tasks in both
natural and appealing ways.
Future work will look at adopting multiple fingers simultaneously for Touch interaction with TALARIA as well as using
the technique by multiple users at the same time. Finally, one
potential usability issue of our technique is that, with TA LARIA , when switching to the Midair modality, participants
have a distorted view of both control and target shapes due
to a sharp vision angle. To visually help users, an improved
technique could add a magic distortion lens [4]. Future work
will study the effect of adding this kind of lens on user perception around the manipulated object when using TALARIA.
This should not detract from extending proxemics to other
large-scale display interactions, a trend that we hope to have
furthered with the present work.
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